
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of AD product manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for AD product manager

Infrequent business travel required
Research the current competitive landscape in linear television, addressable
video and data-driven ad targeting, and provide a point of view on future
competitive positions
Contribute to the definition of the technical product roadmap for the Vantage
platform, ensuring our data products continue to lead the market in targeting
and effectiveness measurement while hitting our revenue growth targets
To support roadmap development, analyze potential investments within a
product prioritization framework for product and partnership investments
Partner with the Ad Sales team in the rollout of our new products as part of
the sales lifecycle from pre-sales and planning through delivery and
optimization
Work with key business stakeholders and technology partners (internal and
external)
Help develop and roll-out product feature documentation and training
materials for employees
Management of the prioritized feature requests submitted to software
partners
Be able to effectively communicate with the business units (Sales, Ops, )
Engineering, exec management, and outside constituents and partners
Fill in the gaps - do whatever it takes to help the team win and achieve its
goals
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Ability to take a balanced approach to solving problems by taking into
consideration both business and technical opportunities and constraints
Demonstrated ability to negotiate conflicting objectives and create alignment
across functional teams
Experience with agile software development methodologies is highly desired
Experience with TV, Video on Demand, Wireless, or Online products and/or
distribution
Experience in ad tech and/or data science products within digital media,
online video or television over the past 3-5 years
Proven experience gathering customer requirements and translating those
requirements into actionable product capabilities


